New Kansas EMResource® Status Definitions - Hospitals

1. **TRAUMA DIVERSION** – Level I, Level II, or Level III trauma centers may close to ambulances carrying patients who meet trauma routing criteria. This category will be displayed in **BLUE** on the EMResource®.

   1. Note: The EMResource® must be updated each hour (at one hour intervals) when on “TRAUMA DIVERSION” status.

2. **AIR TRAUMA DIVERSION** – Level I, Level II, or Level III trauma centers may close to Air ambulances carrying patients who meet trauma routing criteria. This category will be displayed in **PURPLE** on the EMResource®.

   1. Note: The EMResource® must be updated each hour (at one hour intervals) when on “AIR TRAUMA DIVERSION” status.

3. **TRAUMA ONLY** – Level I, Level II, or Level III trauma center is open ONLY for trauma activations while the ED is closed to all other ambulance traffic. This category will be displayed in **TEAL** on the EMResource®.

   1. Note: The EMResource® must be updated each hour (at one hour intervals) when on “TRAUMA ONLY” status.

4. **CAUTION**: This status is to display temporary saturation of hospital services. Patients will not be diverted based upon a hospital status display. This resource is to display your hospital resources so other facilities or agencies can determine who has the resources for their patients for inter-facility transfers or mass casualty incidents. This category will be displayed in **ORANGE** on the EMResource®.